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Introductiı:m: Salafism and Quest for Backward Doctrinal Com
patibility 

The idea of upholding the Salaf al-salih (or pious predecessors) as ex
emplary models for later generations of Muslims did not emerge in recent 

times. It is not invented by later generations as an afterthought. It is rather 

based on the admonish.ments of the Qur'an and the Sunna to always regard 

the foundations of Islam established by the Prophet Muhammad (S.A. W) 

and the immediate succeeding generations after him as the principal guide

lines for the continuity of Islam. In several Chapters, the Qur'an has urged 

obedience to Allah and the Messenger of Allah (S.A.Vf).l The Prophet Mu
hammad (S.A.W.) had stated that the best generatian was the one in which 

he lived followed by the two subsequent ones in order of proximity to his 
own generation. Ina related statement the prophet (S.A.W.) had also urged 

Muslims to firmly h old on to his path an~ that of the rightly guided succes

sors after him. Similarly he had also condemned as hell bound all negative 

iıinovations that transgress the bounds of his prohibitions. All these state

ments indicate that using the Qur'an, the Sunna of the Prophet (S:A.W), that 

of the rightly guided successors and the general record of the earliest genera

tions from the prophet (S.A.W.) as the modular motivation for subsequent 

Muslim generations in their endeavour to establish the Isla.mic way of life is 

• Prof. Dr., University of Maiduguri, Nigeria, telmiskin@yahoo.com -
1 See for instances Qur'an 3:32, 4:59, 8:1,8:20 ete. 
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an early principle. Terıninologies like Salafism2 may be frequently resorted 
to in recent times. But the principal idea behi~d the term, namely using the 
past record of the early generations as model for subsequent future estab
lishment or revival of Islam is as old as Islam Itself. 

E ver since the en d of the early centuries of Islam, taking that early pe
ıiod as a model had been the· focus of vision for those involved in the revival 
of Islam. Phrases like "following the path of the Sahaba", "adopting the meth
ods of Ahl al Sunna wa al-jamaa", "following the path of the Prophet 
(S.A. W.)", "following the way of the Salaj" and many others have been termi
nological symbols for Islamic revivalists who often exhibit conflicting doc
trinal interpretations and mutually · discordant implementations of those 
concepts. However the effort in developing concepts that evoke backward 
compatibility with the pioneer generations was informed by the earlier 
Qur'anic and Propbetic admonishments to stick to the guidance of the early 

generations so as to preserve the early models of Islam and sustain doctıinal 
authenticity by ensuring backward compatibility of later Islamic revivals 
with the past 

Sala.fism is one of those terminologies whose advocates daim to seek 
backward doctrinal compatibility with the path of the worthy predecessors. 
The term has been in ex:istence centuries but in the 20th and 21'1 centuıies it 

became a subject of intense interest and vaıied ~pplications.3 It is a terminol
ogy that links the past with the present at the lexical level. It is a bridging 
lex:icon that removes alienation of later generation from the earlr pioneer 
generations of Muslims referred to by the Propbet (S.A.W) as the best of 
generations. While the term Salaf liteı:ally means predecessors, technically it 

2 For a resourceful collection of articles on Salafism and its various dimensions see 
the book edited by Roel Meijer, Global Salafısm: Islam's New Religious Movement. 

London: Hurst and company, 2009. 
3 While Salafism or Salafiyya as terminologies seeking to organize a trend may be 
subjected to interpretive differences, the word Salaf itself refers to that community 
whose general acceptance by the Muslim Umma is a mainstream attitude in the 
Muslim World. Even if a particular Muslim may not accept views of a particular 
group that may call itself Salafist he accepts the Salaf as a model community and 
most likely considers him s elf the ir follower. 
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is the concept of seeing those generations as models of imitation. Stıiving ~o 
uphold those generations as models of imitatian is often viewed by advocates 
as co·mpliance both with the Qur'anic injunction of obedience to Allah and 
the Messenger of Allah (S.A.W) and compliance with the Messenger of Al
lah's testimony to the exemplariness of the pioneer generations. 

The Salaf therefore constitute a histarical model community upon 
whom there is a general Sunni Muslim consensus. Salafism itself refers to the 

· movements that la ter emerged daiming to revive their legacy. They may not 

be based on the cansensus of the Umma. Salafist movements can have di
verse and sametimes conflicting perspectives. But they almost aU agree that 
the Salaf constitute a worthy histarical model of imitation. The Salaf and 
Salafism can be compared to a text. and its diverse interpretations. It is like 
the Quran which is abasis of universal Muslim cansensus and its interpreta:
tions on which Muslim scholars may have diverse and at times conflicting 
·views. W e may also compare Salaf and Salafism to history and interpretation 
of history. 

There may be a cansensus that a particular histarical event had taken 
place. But the interpretation of that histarical event may not be govemed by 
consensus. Similarly a destination and the many routes that lead to that des
tination may be compared with the Salaf and Salafism. The Salaf were at a 
histarical coınrriunity made up primarily of the first three generations re
ferred to by the Prophet (SA W) as the best of communities. Salafism itself is 
alater phenomenon brought about by revivalists, wıiters, activists, jihadists, 
politicians and general fallawers who daim to be adapting the Salaf record as 
a model for imitatian while the Salaf did leave a record worthy of imitation, 
the imitaters bear full responsibility for their utterances, actions and the 
imperfections that may emerge through the claims to imitate the s.i.ıaf. 

I.Diverse Salafist Perceptions: 

Like all great ideas Salafism is characterized by multiple perceptions. 
Its adherents exhibit highly diversified visions of their Salafist endeavour. 
Because of the vastness, richness and widely varied lifestyles of the Salaf gen
erations, later Salafists (who often depict diverse and sametimes con.flicting 
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perspectives on deterrnination of what constitutes compatibility with the 
Salaf heritage) find enough histarical precedence to justify their approach of 
interpreting the Salafs record. As it is universally the case with all human 
behaviour there was no uniforrnity in style and approach of the Salaf even 
duıing the life time of the Prophet (S.A.W.) The Salıaba haddiverse orienta
tions. However, there were sufficient concrete common factors binding them 
all together which made them an exemplary community for later genera
tions. These later generations indude the Salafists whose principal daim is 
th~t of upholding the Salaf record in their .revival of Islarnic values. They 
have various areas of focus. Depending on their orientations they have dif
ferent visions of their Salafist rnission. Some focus on intellectual endeavour 
with much concern for scholarship especially around the Qur'an and Sunna 
without serious political advocacy for an Islamic State. Quest for doctrinal 
purity through scholarly retrieval of the Salaf legacy as viewed by such 
Salafists is their main motivation as exemplified by Nasiı· al-Din al-Albani 
and others of sirnilar persuasions. Others engage in intense political advo
cacy to revive the Salaf political legacy. While the intellectually oriented 
Salafists find refuge in scholarship and puritanist propagation, the political 
Salafists advocate for political change as their expressian of compatibility 
with the Salaf al-Salih. More receıit of such Salafists have even formed politi
cal parties for example, in the pre-Sisi Egyptian political dispensation where 
some of them were loosely allied to the Muslim Brotherhood and i ts presl
dential flag bearer Muharnmad Mursi. Quite apart from the above two, are 
the third Salafi trend that has become prorninent especially after 9/1 ı, 
namely Jihadi Salafists. 

The three main Salafi currents discussed above all daim to relate to the 
early foundation of Islam in different ways. The intellectually oriented and 
scholarship based, Salafists primarily focus on retrieval of the Salaf legacy 
through scholarship and documentation without entangling themselves in 
denying the necessity of changing societies st:en to be incompatible with the 
legacy of the Salaf. Retrieval of legacy naturally leads to advocacy for apply
ing the retrieved Salaflegacy. The advocacy for applying the Salaf tradition to 
society is the main preoccupation of those Salafists who advocate for change 
o~ society based on the Salaf tradition. The third, jihad oriented Salafist cur-
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rent advocates jihad to bring about change thus going beyond retrieval of 
legacy and advocacy for returning to the Salaf tradition. The jihadi Salafists 

anaiyse incumbent power structure as Tagut and go about to take up arms 
against it and i ts allies. This wave of insurgency has engulfed many parts of 
the world. 

II. Jihadi Salafism and the Insurgency in Nigeria: 

One of the mostrecent of such insurgencies is the Nigerian ]ama at Ahl 

al Sun na li al da'awa wa ~l jihad better. known through its media generated 

name of Bo ko Haram. The. phrase "Bo ko Haram" was m ade prominent 
around 2009 by the Hausa service of the British Broadcasting Corporation 
(BBC). The name denounces as illegitimate the western oriented educational 

tradition in Nigeria known in the North of the country as Bo ko as opposed 
to the tra~tional system of Islamically oriented education. The western ori
ented educational tradition was set up with the coming of British Colonial
ism into the country in the 191h centuıy. The system prevailed almost intact 
after indepen~ence. Through its products, it provides the country's elites 
who run the post-colonial political, economic and educational systems be
queathed by the British rulers when the country became independent in Oc

tober I960.The name Boko Haram culturally targets that system. 

The media name Boko Haram condemns the above deseribed Nige
rian system as illegitimate. However, some members of the mavement itself 
daim that it is the cultural set up of western education rather than all i ts con
tents that they are against They, for example, daim not to oppose science 
and technology. A clear indication of that daim was seen in 2009 when the 

leader of the movement Mohammed Yusuf was captured by the Nigerian 
Armed Forces. There was a widely but unofficially and informally circulating 
video elip through mobile telephony in which he was interviewed by the 
army. The officer interrogating him asked: "you are opposing Western edu
cation (Boko) yet we found products of such education like computers when 
we captured your headquarters". Muhammad Yusuf responded that those 

were products of technology (Keri) and not western education (Boko). The 
point made by the officer and many others is that, those products were pr?
duced in the westem oriented school system and yet western. education is 
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condemned not just by the term "Boko Haram" which the mavement did 
not create but also by verbal and written discourses of the leadership of the 
movement. The implication of Muhammad Yusuf s response is that it is the 
cultural climate of western education rather than its ultimate technological 
products that his mavement opposed. In fact not only are the technological 
products of western oıiented education enjoyed by the mavement whose 
teader for instance gave interviews and engaged in debates in technological 
set ups like media houses. In addition, the mavement even enjoyed the pa

tronage of human products of western education like Buji Foi, a cabinet 
member in the Borno State Government who defected to the mavement and 

was executed like Muhammad Yusuf himself in the 2009 war against Boko 

Haram in Borno. While the interview with the armed Forces was a unique 
and accidental opportUnity given to Muhammad Yusuf to clarify the appear
ance of contradiction in the phrase "Boko Haram" (meaning western "ori

ented" education is illegitimate), the mavement itself never necessarily inter

ested itself in sustained clarifications of this appearance of contradiction in 
the eyes of many. It veıy rarely di d that. 

The mavement does not only dissociate itself with mimes like ''Bo ko 

Haram" and less flamboyant ones like "Yusufiyya" sametimes used locally 
echoing the last name ofMuhammad Yusuf. It also dissociates itself (both in 
that interview anda few other occasions) with the idea that it rejects western 
education in totality including the systems technological products. The gen
erality of the public is als o not' really interested in making such fine distinc

tions. There is a general adaptation of the media term "Bo ko Haram" be
cause of. i ts simplicity and ease of reference. The media phı:ase is so popular 
that some members of the mavement theruself very often refer to the organi
zation as "Jama'atu Ahli al Sunna li al Daawati wa al Jihad that is commonly 

known as Bo ko Haram". Thus the name Bo ko Haram has an inescapable 
attraction and referential convenience even for so me of i ts members. 

Goverı:~m~nt circles als o almost never use any other name than .Bo ko 

Haram. From the president of the Republic to the National Assembly leaders 

down to high profile government officials the usage of the term Bo ko Haram 

is dominant. Government officials only use Bo ko Haram s official name in 
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contexts and negotiations with the mavement or dialogue . calls. The vast 
majority of the government of.ficials and majority of the general public more 
commonly use _the easy name "Boko Haram". This broad usage is part of 
media success and media leadership in appellations and coinages in many 
riewly emerging circumstances. Unless a group gives itself a deliberately sim
ple, attractive an~ convenient name like Hamas, Hizbullah, IRA, Al-Qaida, 
Senderoluminoso ete. the media will .fill the vacuum and give it a name of 
e~sy reference that doesn't requi.re sophistication or deep foreign language 
skills to pronounce. This is for them to .convey opinions and ideas with ease. 
Because the media needs to cover new phenomena especially with conflict 
focus, it cannot afford to allow unpronounceable or highly inaccessible 
names to şlow down i ts function of easy reference to news events. But when a 
name is well known as a restılt of sustained presence in the news scene, the 

media sametimes uses the complicated name and then refers to the short 
convenient appellation. For exampl~ the "Jamaatu Ahli al Sunna li al Dawa 
wa al Jihad otherwise known as Boko Haram" was also coined by the BBC 
and adopted by s ome of.ficials of the movement and the public. 

As stated above the movement officially refers to itself as "Jamaatu 
Ah li al Sunna li al Dawa wa al ]i had". W e had said earlier that those move
ments that say they are following the Salaf, daim striving for backward doc
trinal compatibility with the tradition of the Salaf. The of.ficial name of the 

Bo ko Haram mavement w~en analysed is replete with Sala.fist claims. In the 
fiı·st place the term "Ahl al Sunna'' in the name is meant ~o convey the im

pression that they are following the path of the Sunna. W e have earlier stated 
the Hadith admonishing the Umma to follow the Sunna of the Prophet 
(S.A.W) and that of the rightly gui.ded caliphs. The phrase Ahi al Sunna in 
the name of the organization leaves a clear impression that the mavement 
wishes to be seen as following the path of the Salaf thus appearing to associ
ate itself with the "Sunna" following communities. 

The other component of the Movement's name "al Da'wa wa alJihalf' 
(propagation and jihad) extends its daim to the pursuit of propagation and 

jihad thus collapsing together political advocacy to bring about Sharia rule 
and armed· ca_mpaign against governments targeted as representing Tagut. 
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These n-vo are usually advocated separately by those political advocacy ori
ented Salafists and Jihadi oriented ones. It is then very clear that even at the 
nominallevel of self-appellation; Boko Harammakes a grand Salafıst daim 

asserting that it is following the path of Ahl al Sun na. 

The movement's Salafist claims do not stop at the riaming of their or
ganisation. ·It is also reflected in the naming of their headquarters. Their 
headquarters is based in the Northem part of the citY of Maiduguri, the 
Borno State capital in the North East of Nigeria. Bo mo State is the heartland 
of the former Kanem-Borno caliphate now scattered across several countries 
like Chad, Niger, Cameroun, and Nigeria ete. In Nigeria, Bomo and Yobe 
States (among the 36 States of the country) are at the centre of former Ka
nem-Bomo with many other sub-state entities now attached to other parts of 

Nigeria. The key Boko Haram leaders were almost all either bom in Borno 
or :obe but were mostly based in Maiduguri, the main urban centre of the 
two states that use d to be one un til they were separated as a result of crea:tion 
of mo re states in the country. 

The Headquarters of the Boko Haram movement before its destruc
tion in the 2009 battle was located in Goni Damgari quarters (sometimes the 
alternate name '\bayan quarters" is used) located in Northem Maiduguri 

where their main centre and mosque were si~ated. The centre was named 
after a key icon of many Salafist advocates: Taqi al-Din Ibn Taymiyya (1263-
1328).4 The Ibn Taymiyya centre in Maiduguri was their headquarters even 
though they spread out to many areas of the city to propagate their views 
very often near the homes of their allies. Many Salafists consider Ibn Taymi

yya as their spiritual point of reference. Apparently Boko Haram move
ment's doctrinal adıniration of Ibn Taymiyya is obvious in their naming of 
their headquarters after the hero of many who daim to be spreading the 
creed of Ahl al Suntia wa al Jamaa and complying with the tradition of the 

4 For a wide ranging ·collecti.on of arti.cles on this thirteenth century scbolar see 
Yossef Rapoport and Sbabab Ahmed (eds) IbnTaymiyya and His Times. Oxford: 
Oxford University press, 2010. 
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Salaf al-Salih. The centre is called "Markaz Ibn Taymiyya" but commonly 

kn~wn in Maidugul'i as Markaz. 

The Markaz was destroyed during the 2009 battle between Boko 

Haram fighters and the Nigerian Armed forces. Vety often when calls for 
dialogue are made for the Mavement to give up fighting and join normal life 
same of the conditions given by their leaders who occasionally give media 
statements include the reco~struction of the Markaz Ibn Taymiyya as well as 
other conditions like release of their in_carcerated members, putting an end 
to anesting them and prosecution of those responsible for the extı:ajudicial 
killing of their leaders. The symbolism of their headquarters is so critica! to 
them that it is an initial condition wheneveı: the issue of negotiations with 

them by government comes up as it often did. The Markaz w as the base of. 
their executed leader. Its naming after Ibn Taymiyya is also of additional 
im portance (for this analysis) of their daim ofbelonging to the Ahl al Sunna. 

The ciamis of the mavement ofbelo~ging to the fold of Ahl al Sunna 
wa al Jamaa and the Salaf al Salih do not stop at the level of symbolic nam
ing and self-appellation. In fact nıajority of their leaders, most prominently 
including M~ammad Yusuf, were doctrinal offspring of organizations and 
ciı:cles daiming to belong to Ahl al Sun na wa al Jamaa and fallawers of the 
Salaf in the city of Maiduguri. Many of such groups adopt Sunna or Salaf 
related leıcicons intheir self-characterization and most admired Muhammad 
Yusuf prior to his armed insurgency, as an eloquent and promising youth 
teader of their loosely allied groups, an Amir al Shabab as they fondly called 
him. Muhammad Yusuf was initially enjoying their patranage and given 
time in their majoı: centres and mosques to display his oı:atorical skills in 
support of their comman doctrines. They parted ways with the leader of 
Jamaatu Ahli al-Sunna li al Daawa Wa al Jihad after he took up arms. This 
trend is similar to the case of Saudi and other Salafists who staı:ted with 
propagation only to part ways with their parenforganizations after graduat
ing from Da'awa to Jihad. Muhammad Yusufs own graduation from 
"Da'awa" to "Jihacl' was a defining moment that separated him from the 
broad community of the self-characterized Sunni/Salafist establishment. The 
establishment of Sharia even through armed challenge to incumbent gov-
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ernment was a watershed moment that witnessed the Salafist groups disown
ing a hitherto darling of that doctrinal community. There was als o the risk of 

associating with the former Amir al-Shabab now that he was a target of the 
armed forces and the secuıity agencies along with his fallawers and associ
ates. Muharnmad Yusufs orgahization did not only part ways with the par
ent groups that gave its members their da'awa and doctrinal apprenticeship, 
but Boko Haram members went underground to continue with their guer

rilla s tyle insurgency against w hat they considered enemy targets. 

The parting of ways between the new Jamaatu Ahli al-Sunna li al 
Daawa wa al Jihad and their doctrinal ancestors who assume the position of 
guardians of the Sunna and the tradition of the Salaf had i ts costs. Naturally 

the Boko Haram fighters often targeted their erstwhile mentors and even 
assassinated some of them. However, the conflict is over power and control 
rather than doctrine. In terms of doctrines, the sam~. doctrinal instrume_nts 

are used both by the Boko Haram leaders and the presumed Ahi al 
Sunna/Salafist community. They have the same instruments of copious ref
erence to Ibn Taymiyya, at times Ibn Abdulwahab and utilization of the 
Sunni/Salafist lexicons. The remarkable differences is therefore not over doc-

·. 
trinal instruments but strategies. The Jamaatu Ah li al-Sunna li al Daawa wa 
al Jihad has either abandoned daawa and assumed jihad or adopted the two 
par~llelly while the rest of the Salafist/ Sunni community cooperates and 
works with government and limits itselflargely to daawa. 

III. Template Insurgency and the Expansion of the Conflict' s Pa

rameters: 

The Boko Haram insurgency has raged on without respite since their 

fighters went underground after their 2009 defeat by government forces in 

conventional confrontation in the city of Maiduguri. The guerrilla style in

surgency has even proved more deadly than the conventional warfare of 

~009 despite tens of thousands of casualties and captives as a result of the 
conflict. The present danger faced by the country is not only the camage and 
destruction of mostly innocent civilians and their property as a res~t of the 
conflict. The real danger is the confusion that has set in resulting in massive 
expansion of the parameters of the conflict. The previous known paraıneters 
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of Boko Haram insurgents (fighting government secuı·ity agents, civilians 
who give information about them, civilians whom they target as enemies fo~ 
vaİ·ious reasons), have significantly change d. 

The expansion of the parameters of the conflict has created a situation 

whereby no enlightened Nigerian believes the violence is from Boko Haram 

al one. While the ·conflict started with war against Bo ko Haram, it would be 

naive to insist that Boko Haram was the so le actor in this newly expanding 
broad targeting system. The violence meted out against innocent civilians 
virtually at random and the recently broadened parameters that go beyond 

all declared and att.ributed goals of Boko Haram clearly indicate that there 
are subteıTaneous forces at play. There have been convincing indications of 
the interplay of extraordinary factors but no seıious commitment had been 
exhibited to investigating these newly expanding parameters of the conflict.5 

Despite occasional media disclosures of such new dimensions that go beyond 
conventional analysis, the focus is stili on Boko Haram alone, thus giving 

cover to the subteıTaneous forces at play. 

To understand the situation better, we are suggesting a template the
oıy as an instrument of analysing the present expanded parameters of the 

Boko Haram conflict. Boko Haram emerged in its çlassic form when it took 
up arms around 2009 even though i ts roots are much more complicated than 
the media publicized watersbed moment of the 2009 confrontation with i:.he 
security forces. When they took up arms their targets were largely potice 
statio~s, security forces, agents and informants who reported them to offi
cials, politicians and key functionaries associated with the ruling party in the 
State, those who doctrinally challenged them in public and propagated that 

5 The well-publicized case of" APO Eight" as the Nigerian media dubs it is another 

case of "template accusation" where by security forces actually killed certain indi
viduals under the pretext that they were Boko Haram members. Partly because it 
happerred in the Nation's capital of Abuja, there was a groundswell of calls for inves
tigation as the victims were not Boko Haram members and that fact was known to 
the security forces. See aNigerian media report on the event and pressur es for inves
tigations in Weekly Trust Newspaper of Saturday 28ıh _September, 2013 page 3. The 

report was fıled by Abbas Jim oh. 
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their cause was wrong. There were other targets but those just mentioned 
were the most notable initial targets of the insurgents. But the expansion 

witnessed later appeared to have made Boko Haramamere "template". The 

Boko Haram template is an open instrument that is adopted by other inter
ested players who prefer their armed attacks to appear like and be "mistaken" 
for Boko Haram. Such interested players adapting the Boko Haram tern

piate imitate the operational style, paraphemalia and symbolism of the Boko 
Haram fighters. That way they can be mistaken for Boko Haram and be 
covered up without specific attention to or investigation of the newly inter
vening phenomenon. The template covers the new interest group. It is like 
using the business registration of anather businessman for the second party 
to bid for contracts with the registered company used as a tool for business 

by the second party. This Boko Haram template has been adopted by many 

who hope to be mistaken for Boko Haram. The implication is that not all 

that is reported as Boko Haram attacks are actually Boko Haram activities. 

But the actual subterraneous forces that adopted the Boko Haram template 
prefer to hide under the cover of the adopted template so they can operate 
underground, unno'ticed, unbridled and uninvestigated. It is like a guerrilla 
style insın·gency wJtlıin anather guerrilla style insurgency. It is an anony

mous sub-insurgency that both' "plagiarises" the modus operandi of B~ko 

Haram insurgency and disavows initiation and implicitly attributes respon

sibility for action to Boko Haram. That way no one can target these new 
· forces for either investigations or accusations. The adopted template is what 

is witnessed by the public even though as stated, many have noticed that 
there are olher actors using the Boko Haram template. Who are these sub

terraneous forces using the Bo ko Haram template to hide their identities. 

Because it is freely available like coınmodity in an open market or 
"open source code" computer programmes that can be adopted by anyone, the 

Boko Haram template is also openly and freely available to any potential 
user without "permission" or "control'. The users of the template can neither 
be predicted nor counted. However, because of the persistence of the expan
sion of the conflict's parameters, inconsistencies and contradictions in the 
prosecution of the insurgency have forced many observers to reach the con-
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clusion that indeed other forces are at play. Some of these players who have 

been using the Boko Haram template may be enumerated in very broad 
terms for the purpose of clearer grasp of the conflict's direction. 

ı. Members of the ]amaat Ahl al Sunna li al Da'awa wa al Jihad were 
the pioneer insurgents who provided the template pretexts ıto other forces 
that want to atta'ck their calculated targets but would prefer to remain not 

only underground but aıionymous. Boko Haram's AK 47 assault rifles, 
hornemade bombs and other weapons were ready instruments for imitation· 
along with slogans sametimes accompanying their operations. All these and 
other paraphernalia and operational styles were provided by the original 

authors of Bo ko Haram insurgency to be plagiarized by others as template 
for replication. 

2. In other parts of Nigeria such as Niger Delta and Go~be State po
litical vigilante groups had eventually transformed in to fighting forces engag
ilig in urban insurgency. Many observers have commented on the involve

ment of political vigilante groups in the urban insurgency characted.zed as 

Boko Haram. They also carry out assassination campaigns hidden under the 
"safe" template of Boko Haram insurgency. 

3. Political and other enemies· often become targets of the assassina

tion campaigns. The assassins resort to the Boko Haram template so as to 
provide the killers with adequate cover. The killings would be dismissed as 

Boko Hamm actions and therefore the issue would be seen as too big for 
immediate inquiry. This adequately covers up the real assassins, their span
sors and motives. 

4. Though Boko Haram had engaged in several attacks on banks to do 
away with millions of Naira, other robbers have also occasionally used the 

Boko Haram template to rob banks and hy to give adequate indication that 

they were Bo ko Haram fighters. 

5. A dramatic dimension set lnto the scene of template insurgency 

when on several occasions discoveries w ere m ade of the involvement of Bo ko 

Haram style attacks by non-Muslims. On many occasions arrests were made 
of Christian attacks but no serious investigations were made public. Some-
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times attacks said to be from Boko Haram by "insurgents" in military uni
form were made in many places like Konduga, Beniskeik and other places in 
Bomo and Yobe States of North eastern Nigeria. Many of these attackers 
were said to have been by Christian "Insurgents". The problem is that any 
template insurgency abiding by the template rules of replicating the arche

typal Boko Haram style is readily reported by official circles as Boko Haram 

attacks. No investigations as to the possible involvement of non Bo ko Haram 

template insurgents take place. 

6 . .There is also the rampant case of extortionists who either made 
telephone calls (before the han on telephone cornmunication in Borno, Yobe 

and Adamawa) or wrote Jetters daiming to be Boko Haram fighters. and 
asking for large sums of money from the victims. They tell the victim that 
they needed the funds to carry out "God's work". The extortion is often fal

lowed by iılıpliçit or explicit threat of attacks if not complied with. Boko 

Haram insurgents could be doing this occasionally though they generally 
appear well funded somewhere. But it was clear to many residents of Borno 

that many of them were extortionists using Boko Haram template to black
mail innocent citizens. Same of such extortionists were killed by Boko 

Haram fighters because they argued they were using their names falsely for 
their own benefits. · 

Condusion: 

These instances of template insurgency are merely non-exhaustive ex:

amples. There are certainly other cases of exploitation of the Boko Haram 
insw·gency to implement individual objectives of persons, interest groups or 

organizations. It is their expansion of the parameters of the conflict that cre
ates a seemingiy endless cycle of violence. 

The city of Maiduguri itself has in recent months witnessed less vio
lence partly as a result of the intervention of the city's youth. They formed 
themselves as non-gun-carrying rnilitia mounting road blocks and hunting 

Boko #aram members. However the rural areas have been witnessing a ter
rible wave of escalation such as what happened in recent weeks in Beniskeik, 
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Yadi-Buni, Damaturu, Konduga and many other parts of Bomo and Yobe 
States.6 The carnage (after the stage of parameters expansion) is largely char
acterized by ran d om and b lanket targeting of u narmed civilians. 

The escalation continues in spite of the state of emergency declared in 
three N orth Eastern States, severing of communication systems especially in 

Borno state and government committees set up to seek solutions to the con
flict The tragedy is the reticence on vacuum of knowledge and on disclosure 
of what may be known. A part. from the b road statement that war is waged 

against Boko Haram there are no publicly known investigative pursuits of 

the expanded parameters that appear tö be going far beyand Boko Haram. 

In the meanwhile the Killings and destruction continue relentlessly. It is not 
clear who are engineering the violence in addition to the ori.ginal initiators 
whose template is now used far beyand their own initial parameters. The 
extemal and internal forces fuelling the violence are largely invisible except 
for very fe_w cases. Only a strong sense of commitrnent, political will and 
delving into the roots of the conflict and its expanded parameters to seek 
genuine solution can save the population from an anonymously engineered 
holocaust. 

6 For a grapbic image of t:ıi.e random killings and the destructions of the residential 
and the Business centres see the report "lnsurgents Sack Benisheikh and Kill SO" 
Daily Trust of Friday 2Qth September, 2013, page 73. Also see the recent article "Mr. 
President Do More to Taekle Bo ko Haram~· on the carnage in the conflict and Jack of 
serious official comrnitment to its resolution in Sunday Trust of Sunday 6th October, 

2013, page 61. The article was by a former Minister Femi Fani Kayode. 
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